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Rogers commission report challenger

The Presidential Commission on the Challenger Space Shuttle Incident on Monday formally presented its final report to President Reagan. Here are highlights from the 256-page report: Challenger was destroyed and its seven-member crew was killed due to the erosion of the joint booster seal. This seal is intended to prevent hot gases from leaking through a booster joint while the propellant burns. The
failure was due to a faulty design. The decision to set up was flawed. Those who do it were unaware of the recommendations that didn't go ahead because the weather was unusually cold and there was ice on the launch pad. The launch might not have taken place if engineers' doubts at rocket manufacturer Morton Tivol Co. and others had clearly been announced to officials from the National Aircraft and
Space Administration (NASA). NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., was blamed for passing key information. Marshall was responsible for overseeing the design and operation of shuttle engines. Relentless launch pressures undermined NASA's once-accurate procedures. Neither ground controllers nor crews had any warning of an imminent disaster. Even if they could do something to
prevent it from igniting solid rocket boosters and separating the booster from the shuttle about two minutes later. Key recommendations:1. The faulty joint of the rocket engine must be redesigned under an independent oversight committee.2. All vital components to shuttle flights should be checked and improved if necessary.3. NASA should establish an independent office of safety, reliability, and quality
assurance.4. NASA needs to improve its internal communications so that all flight safety information reach the top 5/5. NASA should improve the landing safety of tires, brakes, and nasal wheel steering systems.6 NASA should consider a crew escape system and increased emergency landing capabilities.7 Reliance on the shuttle as america's main space launch vehicle created relentless pressure on
NASA. This should be avoided in the future.8. NASA should adopt better maintenance, testing and installation methods. Presidential Commission report on the challenger space shuttle incident report to the president by the Presidential Commission on the Challenger space shuttle incident June 6, 1986 Washington, D. C report into the president's actions to implement the Presidential Commission's
recommendations on the Challenger space shuttle incident July 14, 1986 report into the president's implementation of the Presidential Commission's recommendations on the Space Shuttle Challenger incident of June 1987 in memoriam is not free: the story of all human progress is one of all odds. We re-understood that this America, which Abraham Lincoln called the last, best human hope on earth, was
built on noble heroism and dedication. It was made by men and women like our seven-star who responded to a call beyond duty, which they mostly did It was expected or needed and who was thinking about it a bit of a Dunway reward. - President Ronald Reagan January 31, 1986 Francis R. (Dick) Scooby Commander Michael John Smith Pilot Ellison S. Onizuka Mission Specialist One Judith Arlene
Resnik Mission Specialist De Ronald Irwin McNair Specialist Mission Three S.Christa McAuliffe Cargo Specialist One Gregory Bruce Jarvis Specialist Payload Two - Commission Letter to the President. Signing members of the Commission - Table of Contents - Volume 1 - Appendicitis A - Activities of the Commission. Appendix B - Commission Documentation System. Appendix C - Observations related to
the processing and assembly of flight 51-L. Appendix D - diagrams and support documents. - Volume II - Joined the E Independent Test Team Report to the Commission. Appendix F personal observations on the reliability of the shuttle. Appendix G analyzes human factors. Appendix H Flight Readiness Review Treatment Loop Problems O. Appendix I NASA Pre-Launch Activities Team Report. Appendix J
NASA Mission Planning and Operations Team Report. Appendix K NASA Development and Production Team Report. Appendix L NASA Accident Analysis Team Report. Appendix M Comments by Morton Thiokol on NASA Report. - Volume III - Appendix N NASA Photo and TV Support Team Report. Appendix O NASA Search, Recovery and Reconstruction Task Force Team Report. - Volume 4 – Meetings
of the Presidential Commission on the Challenger Space Shuttle Incident: February 6, 1986 to February 25, 1986 - Volume 5 - Meetings of the Presidential Commission on the Challenger Space Shuttle Incident: February 26, 1986 to May 2, 1986. - Implementation of recommendations - Read more The shuttle's main story Findings: A long series of credit failures... The New York Times archives an article in
its original field from June 10, 1986, Section C, Page 10Buy ReprintsTimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and digital subscribers. This is a digitized copy of an article from the Times Print Archive, before it began publishing online in 1996. To keep these articles as they originally appeared, The Times did not change, edit or update them. Sometimes the process of digitization introduces
transcription errors or other problems; The following are key parts of rogers commission's summary report on the Challenger space shuttle incident on January 28, 1986, in which the crew of seven astronauts were killed: before the Challenger space shuttle crash, mission 51-L, cut off for a time one of the most productive engineering, scientific and exploratory programs in history, sparked a wide range of
deeply felt public responses. There was anguish over the loss of seven brave crew members; the company's national determination that those men and women will forever be in the yearbook of American heroes and determination, based on that determination and in their memory, Strengthening the space shuttle program so that this tragic event will become a turning point in the way of achieving the full
potential that space offers to mankind. The president, who had been displaced and troubled in a very personal way by the incident, appointed an independent commission of those who are not connected to the mission to investigate it. The commission's obligation was to: 1. Investigate the circumstances surrounding the incident to establish the cause or possible causes of the accident, and 2. develop
recommendations for amendments or other action based on the commission's findings and determination. Immediately after the appointment, the commission moved forward with its investigation and, with the full support of the White House, held public hearings to address the facts leading up to the incident. In a closed society, other options are available; in an open society - unless classified issues are
involved - other options are not practical either as a matter of law or as a matter of practice. In this case, intense investigations and full disclosure of facts were necessary. The way to deal with failure so large is to expose all facts thoroughly and openly, taking immediate steps to correct the mistakes that led to failure and continued the program with confidence and re-determination. The Commission
mandates itself somewhat widely to include recommendations on safety issues not necessarily involved in the incident, but which requires consideration of safer future flights. Careful attention was paid to the concerns expressed by the astronauts as the space shuttle program will only succeed if the highly qualified men and women who fly shuttles trust the system. However, the Commission did not pledge
its mandate to require careful examination of all aspects of the space shuttle program, to investigate budgetary issues or interfere or superstition of Congress in any way in carrying out its duties. Rather, the Commission focused its attention on the safety aspects of future flights based on lessons learned from the investigation aimed at returning to safe flight. Congress recognized favoritness, primarily,
having a single investigation of this national tragedy. Very responsibly agreed to await the commission's findings before deciding what other action might be necessary to fulfill its responsibilities. For the first few days after the accident - possibly due to an impact from the accident - NASA seemed to withhold information about the incident from the public. After the commission's in operation and on nasa's
own recommendation began publishing a lot of information that helped reassure the public that all aspects of the incident were being investigated and that the full story would be told on a regular and thorough basis. Nasa establishes several teams of people involved following commission proposal Mission 51-L commissioning process to support the commission and its panels. These NASA teams have
worked with the commission in every aspect of their work. The result has been a comprehensive and thorough investigation. The commission believes its review and report was responsible for the president's request and hopes they will serve the best interests of the nation in restoring america's space program to its pre-prominent status in the world. After liftoff in .678 seconds to fly, accidentJust
photography data shows a strong puff of gray smoke was provoking from the vicinity of the aft field joint on the right solid rocket booster. Two 39B pad cameras that recorded the exact location of puffs were not surgical. Analysis of computer graphics from other cameras showed that the initial smoke came from a section of 270 to 310 degrees round the joint field aft solid rocket booster right. This area of
solid booster ahead of the external tank. The flow of steamed materials from the joint showed that there was no complete sealing operation inside the joint. Eight more distinctive puffs of increasingly blacker Snook were recorded between .836 and 2.5 seconds. The smoke appeared to be puffing upwards from the joint. While each puff of smoke was left behind by the shuttle's upward flight, the next fresh
puff can be seen near the surface of the joint. Multiple smoke puffs occurred about four times a second in this sequence, approximateing the dynamic frequency of the structural load and bending of the resulting joint. Computer graphics applied to NASA's photographs of a variety of cameras in this sequence again placed the puffs of smoke in the 270-310 degree section of the original smoke. As the
shuttle's upward speed increased, it passed through puffs of emerging and expanding smoke. The last smoke on top of the field joint was seen in 2,733 seconds. The black color and dense combination of smoke puffs indicate that grease, joint insulation and O rubber rings were burning and eroding in the common seal by hot propellant gases. Both the shuttle's main engines and solid missiles were used to
reduce approaching thrust and pass through the maximum dynamic pressure zone of 720 pounds per square foot. The main engines had been throttled up to 104 percent drift and the solid rocket booster was increasing its thrust force when the first flame flickering appeared on the right solid rocket booster in the area of the aft field joint. It seemed to originate at about 305 degrees around the booster round
at or near the aft field joint. It was the first very small flame detected on the image-enhanced film in 58,788 seconds to fly. It seemed to originate at about 305 degrees around the booster's cirl in or near the aft field joint. A film frame was later visible from the same camera, the flame without enhancing the image. He became a continuity, In 59.262 seconds plums. At about the same time (60 seconds), the
telemetry of a D showed a pressure difference between the chamber pressures in the right and left amplifies. The pressure of the booster room was lower right, confirming the growing leakage in the area of the field joint. As the flame size increased, it was diverted backwards by the aerodynamic slip current and deflected away by the outer structure of the upper ring that connected the amplifier to the
external tank. These deviations led the plum flame onto the surface of the external reservoir. This flame spread sequence is confirmed by analysis of the recovered carcass. The growing flame also attached the barrier in the strut of a solid rocket booster to the external tank. The first visual indication that the swirling flame of the right solid rocket booster breached the external tank in 64.660 seconds was
that there was a sudden change in the shape and color of the plume. This indicated that it was mixing with hydrogen leaking from the outer tank. Telemetry changes in hydrogen tank pressure confirmed the leak. Within 45 milliseconds of external tank violations, a bright stable glow developed in the tiled black underlying of the challenger between it and the external tank. Starting at about 72 seconds, a
series of events occurred so quickly that it would terminate the flight. Telemetry data represents a wide range of flight system actions that support visual evidence of photographs as the shuttle futility grappled in vain against the forces that destroyed it. In about 72.20 seconds the lower strut connector of the solid rocket booster and external tank was cut or pulled away from the weak hydrogen tank allowing
the right solid rocket booster to rotate around the upper joined strut. This rotation is represented by Yu Divergent and ground rates between solid rocket boosters left and right. In 73.124 seconds, a round white steam pattern, blooming from the bottom dome of the outer tank was observed. It was the beginning of the structural failure of the hydrogen tank, which culminated in the entire aft dome being
abandoned. This released huge amounts of liquid hydrogen from the tank, creating a sudden forward drift of about 2.8 million pounds, pushing the hydrogen tank upwards into the structure between the tanks. Around the same time, the right rotating solid rocker amplifier affected the structure between the tank and the lower part of the liquid oxygen tank. These structures failed in 73,137 seconds, just as the
white vapors appearing in the inter-country region have evidence. Within a massive millisecond, there was almost explosive, burning hydrogen flow from the bottom of the failed tank and breaching liquid oxygen in the intertank area. At this point in his path, while traveling at 46.0 feet at Mach number 1.92, Challenger was completely encapsulated in explosive burns. Challenger Reaction Control System And
hypergulic burns of its propellants occurred as it exited the oxygen-hydrogen flames. Red brown colors of hypergovic fuel burn are visible at the end of the main fireball. The orbiter, under intense aerodynamic loads, broke into several large sections that came out of the fireball. Separate sections that can be identified on film include the main engine-tailed part with engines still burning, an orbiter wing and
the fuselage of the plane forward trailing a pile of navel lines drawn from shell cargo bay. The cause of the consensus incident of the commission and participating investigative agencies is that the loss of the Challenger space shuttle was caused by a failure in the joint between the lower parts of the right solid rocket engine. The particular failure was the destruction of seals, which are intended to prevent
hot gases leaking through the joint during rocket engine propulsion burns. Evidence gathered by the Commission shows that no other element of the space shuttle system has helped this failure. In reaching this conclusion, the Commission detailed all available data, reports and records; developed the guidance and monitoring of numerous tests, analyses and experiments by NASA, civilian contractors and
various government agencies, and then specific failure scenarios and a range of possible factor factors. Findings 1. A combustion gas leak through the right solid rocket aft engine common field started at either shortly after the finally weak ignition or penetration of the external tank initiated a structural break of the vehicle and the loss of the Challenger space shuttle during the STS 51-L. 2 mission. Evidence
suggests that no other STS 51-L shuttle element or payload has helped the right causes of the solid rocket engine aft field common combustion gas leak. Vandalism was not a factor. 3. The evidence examined in the investigation of space shuttle materials, manufacturing, assembly, quality control and processing reports of non-conformity of no flight hardware shipped to the launch site that fell outside the
scope of the shuttle design specifications. 4- Launching the site's activities, including assembly and preparation from receiving flight hardware to launch, was generally in accordance with established procedures and was not considered the cause of the accident. 5. Setting up site records shows that straight rocket solid engine parts were assembled using verification methods. However, there are significant
out-of-round conditions between the two sections on the right side of the solid rocket aft engine field joint (common that failed) 6. The ambient temperature at the time of launch was 36 degrees Fahrenheit, or 15 degrees lower than the next coldest launch. Ali. The temperature was estimated at 300 degrees in the right field joint round of 28 degrees (plus or minus) 5 degrees Fahrenheit. It was the coldest
point on the joint. 8. Empirical Evidence That due to the numerous effects associated with the ignition pressure and combustion of the solid rocket booster and related vehicle movement, the gap between tang and clevis will open as much as .017 and .029 inches in secondary and primary O loops, respectively. 9- O ring resilience is directly related to its temperature. Ali. The warm O ring that is pressed will
return to its original shape much faster than the cool O ring when the compression is relieved. In this way, a warm O ring will follow the opening of the tang gap to the kidneys. A .b O ring may be possible to return at 75 degrees Fahrenheit, five times more responsive than a cold O ring at 30 degrees Fahrenheit. C- As a result, it is likely that the O rings in the aft field joint of the right solid amplifieer did not
seek to open the gap between Tang and Clovis at the time of ignition. 12. Of the 21 launches with ambient temperatures of 61 degrees Fahrenheit or more, only four showed signs of thermal distress of the O ring, so that erosion or blow to the whistle of each of the launches below 61 degrees Fahrenheit resulted in one or more O rings showing signs of thermal distress. 14. A series of smoke puffs caused
by the 51-L aft field area of the common area of the right solid rocket booster was observed between 0.678 and 2.500 seconds after the flammability of the solid rocket engine shuttle. Ali. Puffs appeared at a frequency of about three puffs per second. This is roughly in accordance with the natural structural frequency of solids as lifting and is reflected in the slight cyclic changes of tight opening to the
kidneys. 15. This smoke from the aft field joint in the shuttle lifting was the first sign of the failure of the rocket solid booster O seal ring in sts 51-L. 16. The leak was again clearly evident as the blaze flew about 58 seconds. It was likely that the leak was persistent but unbearable or not there in parts of the intervention period. It is possible that in both cases that vector drift and natural vehicle response to the
wind berths as well as scheduled maneuvers re-initiate or magnify the leakage of the seal destroyed in the period of preceeding observed flames. The estimated position of the flame, concentrated at a 307-degree point around the aft field joint, was confirmed by the recovery of two pieces of the right solid rocket booster. Concluding in terms of the findings, the Commission concluded that the cause of the
challenger accident was the failure of the pressure stamp in the aft field joint of the right solid rocket engine. Failure was insercesably sensitive to a number of factors due to faulty design. These factors were the effects of temperature, physical dimensions, material personality, reusability effects, processing and joint reaction to dynamic loading. The cause of the accident was the decision to set up a flawed
challenger. those who made this decision They were unaware of the recent history of problems with O and Joint Loops and from the consulting contractor's initial written recommendation against setting up at temperatures below 53 degrees Fahrenheit and the ongoing opposition of engineers at (Morton) Thiokol after the management reversed its position. They did not have a clear understanding of
Rockwell's concern that it was not safe to throw because of ice on the pad. If decision makers knew all the facts, it is highly unlikely that they would have decided to launch 51-L on January 28, 1986. Findings 1. The commission concluded that there was a serious flaw in the decision-making process leading to the launch of flight 51-L. A well-structured and managed system with an emphasis on safety
would have flagged rising doubts about the solid rocket joint seal booster. If these issues had been clearly stated and emphasized in the flight readiness process in terms of reflecting the views of most Tivol engineers and at least some Marshall engineers (the Spaceflight Center in Huntsville, Ala.), it appears that the 51-L launch may not have occurred when it did. 2. It appears that the waiver of the launch
restrictions was at the expense of flight safety. There was no system that made it necessary to consider setting up restrictions and waiving startup restrictions by all levels of management. 3. The Commission supports what appears to be a willingness to manage in Marshall to contain potentially serious problems and try to resolve them internally rather than communicate them forward the problem. This
tendency altogether contradicts Marshall's need to function as part of a system working toward successful flight missions, interfering and communicating with other parts of the system that work to the same end. 4. The Commission concluded that Tivol's management reversed its position and recommended the launch of 51-L at the insistence of Marshall and contrary to the views of its engineers in order to
accommodate a large customer. The commission's findings are concerned about three aspects of the ice issue on the pad. 1. An analysis of all testimonies and interviews proves that Rockwell's advice on throwing was vague. Like Mr. (Arnold) Aldrich, the commission finds it difficult to conclude that there is an unsealed recommendation. All parties were also asked to contact Aldrich or (Jesse) Moore
specifically about the launch protests due to the weather. Rockwell did not make any.M phone calls .M (A.M.) after 9 (A.M.) and then to the Countdown. 2. The commission is also concerned about NASA's response to Rockwell's position at Meeting 9. M.M. While it is understood that decisions should be made at the shuttle launch, the commission is not convinced Levels 1 and 2 have appropriately
considered Rockwell's concerns about the ice. Rockwell's ambiguous position was that it was clear that they told NASA that the ice was an undisclosed situation. Due to the extent of the ice on the pad (see photo pages 112 and 113), the accepted unknown effect of the solid rocket engine and space shuttle of the main engines igniting on the ice, as well as the fact that the orbiter's significant residue was a
potential flight safety risk, the Commission finds the decision to launch questionable under those conditions. In these circumstances, NASA seemed to require a contractor to prove that the launch was not safe, rather than proving safe. However, the commission has determined that the ice was not the cause of the 51 L incident, and does not conclude that NASA's decision to launch specifically outsanied
the recommendation without launch by an element contractor. 3. The Commission concluded that the ice protection plan for throwing the 39B pad was inadequate. The commission believes that extreme coldness and the presence of too much ice on the fixed service structure made it unsatisfied to launch on the morning of January 28, and safety margins were too low. An incident rooted in the early design
history of the space shuttle's solid rocket booster problem began with its faulty detailed design and increased as both NASA and contractor management failed to recognize it as a problem for the first time, then failed to fix it and ultimately treated it as an acceptable flight risk. Contractor Morton Tivol did not accept the concept of experiments early in the program, which had a serious and unrealized flaw in
design. NASA did not accept its engineers' judgment that the design was unacceptable, and as the number and severity of common problems grew, NASA minimized them in briefings and management reports. Tivol's stated position was that the condition is not desirable but acceptable. Neither Tivol nor NASA expected the O rubber rings sealing the joints to be touched by hot engine ignition gases, much
less burned. However, as tests and then flights confirmed damage to sealing rings, the reaction of both NASA and Tivol was considered 'acceptable' to increase the amount of damage intended. At no time did he recommend managing or redesigning the joint or calling for the shuttle to land until the problem was resolved. The findings of the Challenger incident - a joint failure of the right solid rocket engine -
began with decisions taken in detailed design and in failure by both Tiocol and NASA's Solid Rocket Booster Project Office to understand and respond to facts obtained during testing. Specifically, the Commission found that: 1- The joint test and certification program was inadequate. There is no condition for configuring the test engine qualifications as it is in flight, and the engines were tested in a horizontal
position, not in a vertical flight position. 2. Before the accident, neither NASA nor Tivol fully understood The mechanism by which the joint sealing action took place. 3. NASA and Thiokol accept increased risk apparently because they're away with it last time. As Feynman's commissioner observed, the decision was:'A kind of Russian roulette. (The shuttle) flies (with the erosion of the O ring) and nothing
happens. It is then suggested, therefore, that the risk is no longer so high for subsequent flights. We can lower our standards a little bit because last time we ran away with it, you ran away with it, but it shouldn't be done over and over again. It again failed in the bizarre sequence of six consecutive launch limit waivers before 51-L, allowing it to fly without any record of waivers or even explicit restrictions.
Tracking and continuing only anomalies that are 'out of the database' of previous flights allowed major problems to be eliminated and missed by the reporting system. 5. The history of the erosion of the O ring presented to Level 1 at NASA headquarters in August 1985 was detailed enough to require corrective action before the next flight. 6. Detailed analysis of the flight history of the O ring function would
have shown the correlation between O ring damage and low temperature. Neither NASA nor Tivol would do such an analysis; The commission's silent safety program came after hours of testimony that it had never been mentioned to NASA safety workers. No witnesses were related to the approval or disconfirmed reliability engineers, and none expressed the satisfaction or dissatisfaction of quality
assurance staff. There was no thought of inviting a safety representative or a quality assurance engineer to the January 27, 1986 conference call between Marshall and Tivol. Similarly, there were no safety representatives on the mission management team who made key decisions during the countdown on January 28, 1986. The commission is concerned about the signs it sees. The relentless pressure to
meet the demands of an accelerator flight plan might have been adequately addressed by NASA if it insisted on precisely complete procedures that characterize it during the Apollo program. There was an extensive and redundant safety program involving dependent safety, reliability and quality assurance functions during and after the lunar program to discover any potential safety problems. But between
that period and 1986, the program became ineffective. This loss seriously damaged the effectiveness of checks and balances necessary to maintain flight safety. Findings 1. Reduce safety, reliability and workforce quality assurance in And NASA's headquarters is seriously limited in those vital functions. 2. Organizational structures in Kennedy (Space Center) and Marshall have placed safety, reliability and
quality assurance offices under the control of many organizations and activities that are trying to investigate. 3. Reporting problems are not required and fail to get vital information to appropriate levels of management. 4. Little or no trend analysis was performed on O ring erosion and impact by problems. 5. With the increase in flight rates, Marshall's safety, reliability and quality assurance workforce was
declining, which severely affected mission safety. 6. Five weeks after the 51-L incident, the criticalness of the solid rocket engine field was not yet properly documented in the Marshall problem reporting system. Pressures on SystemWith began completing the Orbital Flight Test series in 1982, NASA launching the planned acceleration of the space shuttle launch program. An initial plan thought of the final
rate of a mission per week, but realism forced several downward revisions. In 1985, NASA published a plan calling for an annual rate of 24 flights by 1990. Long before the Challenger incident, however, it was becoming apparent that even the modified target of two flights a month was too ambitious. 1. The capabilities of the system were extended to the extent that flight rate support was extended in the
winter of 1985 to 1986. Forecasts into the spring and summer of 1986 showed a clear trend: the system, as it was, was unable to provide crew training software for scheduled flights by set dates. The result would have been an unacceptable compression of the time available for the crew to accomplish the training they needed. 2. Spare parts are short in critical supply. The shuttle program made an informed
decision to postpone spare parts procurement in favor of perceived higher priority budget items. A shortage of spare parts will most likely have limited flight operations in 1986. 3. The announced manifestation policies were not implemented. Numerous apparent late changes (after a shipment merger review) have been made to both major shipments and minor shipments during the shuttle program. 4. The
scheduled flight rate did not accurately reflect the capabilities and revisions. - Flight rates were not reduced to accommodate adjustment periods in labor capacity. There were no margins in the system to accommodate un anticipated hardware problems. - Resources were primarily directed towards supporting flights, and thus insufficiently available to improve and expand the facilities needed to support
higher flight rates. 5. Training simulators may be a limiting factor in flight rates: the two current simulators cannot train crews for more than 12 to 15 flights per year. 6. When flights come in quick successive, the current requirements do not ensure that critical anomalies occur during a reconnaissance and addressed flight before the next flight . Other safety considerations in the course of their investigation,
the Commission became aware of a number of issues that played no role in the 51-L incident mission but nevertheland keeping the potential for safety problems in the future. Some of these issues, issues that raised operational concerns, came directly to the attention of NASA's astronauty office. They were the subject of a special hearing. This chapter explores potential risks in two general areas. The first
embraces critical aspects of a shuttle flight; for example, considerations of the possible termination of the premature mission during the climbing stage and the risk factors associated with the demanding approach and landing stage. The other focuses on testing, processing and assembling various elements of the shuttle. Ascent: A Critical PhaseThe events of Flight 51-L dramatically revealed the dangers of
the first stage of the space shuttle's ascent. The incident also focused attention on issues of orbiter abortion capabilities and crew evasion. From specific concerns to the Current Abortion Capabilities Commission, options for improving those capabilities are options for crew evasion and range immune function. It's the commission's intention to second-guess the space shuttle design or try to depict volatile
regulations that may have saved the 51-L crew. In fact, the events that led to challenger's destruction went very quickly and without warning. In those circumstances, the Commission believes it is highly unlikely that any of the systems discussed below, or any combination of those systems, would have saved the crew of Flight 51-L. Findings 1. The space shuttle system was not designed to survive the
failure of solid rocket boosters. There are no corrective measures that can be taken if the booster acts properly after ignition; That way there is no ability to separate orbiter safety from thrust boosters and no ability for crews to escape the vehicle during the first stage ascent. Neither the mission control team nor the 51 L crew had any warning of an imminent disaster - even if there was a warning, there were
no measures at the disposal of the crew or the mission control team to prevent the disaster. Landing: Another critical phase of faulty performance consequences in any dynamic and demanding flight environment can be catastrophic. The commission was concerned that adequate safety margins might exist in areas other than shuttle ascents. The arrival and landing of the shuttle is dynamic and demanding
with all the risks and complications inherent in heavyweight glider flight with a very steep slipping path. Since the shuttle crew cannot be diverted to any alternative landing site during arrival, the landing decision must be both timely and accurate. In addition, the landing gear, which includes wheels, tires and brakes, must function properly. In short, although there are valid plan reasons for landing In Kennedy,
there are concerns that this is not wise in the current situation. While planned landings at Edwards (Air Force Base in California) carry a fee in dollars and days, the realities of the weather cannot be ignored. Shuttle program officials need to recognize that Edwards is a permanent essential part of the program. The cost associated with regular landing and rotation operations, planned in Edwards thus
required the cost of the program. Decisions governing space shuttle operations must be consistent with the philosophy that unnecessary risks must be eliminated. Such decisions cannot be made without a clear understanding of safety margins in any part of the system. Unfortunately, safety margins cannot be assured if performance features are not fully understood, nor can they be lured from the 'success'
of the previous flight. The shuttle program cannot operate outside of its experience in the fields of rubber, brakes and weather with today's system capabilities. Pending a clear understanding of all the landing and mass reduction systems and solving the problems they have faced on shuttle landings to date, the most conservative period must be followed to minimize the risk during this dynamic phase of
flight. ElementsThe shuttle has developed the main space shuttle engine teams in Marshall and Rocket Dean, engines that have achieved their performance goals and performed very well. Nevertheless, the main engines continue to be highly complex and critical components of the shuttle, which involve an element of risk mainly because the important components of the engines are degraded using flight
more quickly than anticipated. Both NASA and Rocketdine have taken steps to contain this danger. An important aspect of the original engine program has been extensive 'hot fire' ground tests. Unfortunately, the vitality of the test program has been reduced due to budgetary constraints. The number of engine test shots per month has declined over the past two years. However this test program has not yet
revealed the limits of the engine's operation parameters or includes testing on the full operational envelope to demonstrate the full engine capability. In addition, tests have not yet been deliberately carried out to the point of failing to determine the actual engine operating margins. The recommendations of the Commission have conducted an extensive review of the Challenger incident to determine the
probable cause and necessary corrective measures. Based on the findings and determinations of its investigation, the commission has unanimously adopted recommendations to help ensure it returns to safe flight. The commission is demanding that NASA's administrator provide, a year later, a report to the president on the progress nasa has made as a result of the commission's recommendations below:
The detailed design of the faulty solid rocket engine and seal must be changed. It can destroy a new design joint or a of the current joint and seal. No design option should be prevented prematurely due to the application, cost or reliance on existing hardware. All solid rocket engine joints must meet the following requirements: joints must be fully understood, tested and approved.The integrity of the structure
and seal of all joints should not be less than the case walls across the design envelope.The integrity of the joints should be insinceable to: - Subsequent tolerances. - Transportation and transportation. - Inspection and testing stages - environmental effects - internal operating pressure - healing and reuse of the effects. - Flight and water impact loads.New design certification should include: - Tests that
closely repeat the actual launch configuration as closely as possible. -Tests on the full range of operating conditions, including temperature.* Full consider should be given to carry out static shots of accurate flight configuration in vertical attitude. Independent NASA Administrator SupervisThe must ask the National Research Council to form an independent solid rocket engine design oversight committee to
implement the commission's design recommendations and oversee the design effort. This committee should:* Review and evaluate certification requirements.* Provide technical oversight of the design, test program and certification.* Report to the administrator of NASA on the adequacy of the design and make appropriate recommendations. The shuttle management structure of the shuttle program
structure should be examined. Project managers felt more responsive to their center management for different elements of the shuttle program than the shuttle program organization. Shuttle element funding, job package definition, and vital program information often bypass the national STS program manager. Redefining the responsibility of the program manager is essential. This redefinition shall provide
the program manager the authority necessary for all on-on-do STS operations. Program funding and all shuttle program work in the centers should be clearly placed under the discretion of the program manager. Astronauts at the ManagementThe Commission observe that there appears to be an exodus from the philosophy of the 1960s and 1970s related to the use of astronauts in management. Nasa
should encourage the transfer of qualified astronauts to the agency's management positions. Shuttle Safety PanelNASA should create sts safety oanel advice report to sts program manager. The charter of this panel shall include shuttle operational issues, launching the committed criteria, flight rules, flight readiness and risk management. Panels must include From the Safety, Mission Operations, and
Astronautical Office. Critical reviews and risk analysis by NASA and early shuttle contractors should check all critical 1, 1R, 2, and 2R items and risk analysis. The review should identify those items that must have been recovered before the flight to ensure mission success and flight safety. An audit panel appointed by the National Research Council must verify the adequacy of the effort and report directly to
the NASA administrator. The NASA Safety Authority should establish an office of safety, reliability and quality assurance to be chaired by a fellow administrator who reports directly to nasa administrator. It would have direct authority for safety, reliability and quality assurance throughout the agency. The office should be assigned to the workforce to ensure adequate oversight of its functions and must be
independent of NASA's other functional and programal responsibilities. The office's responsibilities should include: safety, reliability and quality assurance functions as relevant to all NASA activities and programs.* To report and document problems, problem solving and flight safety-related trends. Nasa should take energetic steps to eliminate this desire at the Marshall Space Flight Center, whether by
personnel changes, indoctrination of the organization or all three policies that govern the imposition and elimination of shuttle launch restrictions, the Communications Improvement Commission found. Flight readiness and mission management team meetings must be recorded.The flight attendant commander, or a designated agent, must participate in flight readiness check, participate in the vehicle's
reception for the flight and attest that the crew is properly prepared for the flight. Landing SafetyNASA should take steps to improve landing safety.Tire steering systems, brakes and nasal wheels should be improved. These systems do not have sufficient safety margins, especially at abortion landings. Criteria must be established for tires, brakes and steering wheel nose. As long as the systems meet those
criteria in the high fidelity test approved by Edwards, landing in Kennedy should not be planned.Committing to a specific landing site requires that the weather of the landing area be predicted for more than an hour. In unpredictable weather periods at Kennedy, program officials should plan on landing Edwards. Increased landings at Edwards may necessite dual ship capability. Launching abortion and
escapeThe shuttle crew managing the program is considered the first stage The options and options of the crew escaped several times throughout the program's history but due to limited usefulness, technical feasibility, or program and program cost, no system was implemented. The commission recommends that NASA: Do its best to provide a crew escape system for use during a controlled slippage
flight.* Do its best to increase the range of flight conditions under which an emergency runway landing can be successful in the event of an early failure of two or three major engines on the climb. RateThe's flight nation's reliance on the shuttle as its main space launch capability created relentless pressure on NASA to increase flight rates. Such a reliance on a single launch capability should be avoided in
the future. NASA needs to establish flight rates that match its resources. A corporate burden assignment policy must be established. The policy should include strict controls on apparent cargo changes to limit the pressures such changes apply to crew training and programs. Maintenance protection installation, testing, and maintenance procedures should be particularly strict for space shuttle items critical
designation 1. NASA should develop a system for analyzing and reporting the process of performance of such cases. Maintenance procedures for such cases should be specified in the list of critical items, especially for those such as liquid fuel main engines, which require unstable maintenance and overhaul. According to the orbiters, NASA should develop and implement a comprehensive maintenance
inspection plan.* Periodical structural inspections are carried out while planning and do not allow them to be waived.* Restore and support maintenance programs and spare parts and stop the operation of removing parts from one orbiter for another supply. The thoughtThe commission's conclusion calls for NASA to continue to receive the support of the government and the nation. The agency is a national
resource that plays a vital role in space exploration and development. It also provides a symbol of national pride and technological leadership. The commission applauds NASA's spectacular achievements from the past and predicts significant gains to come. The findings and recommendations presented in this report are intended to help NASA's future successes that the nation expects and needs as it
approaches the 21st century. The commission's recommendations follow the presidential commission's major recommendations on the Challenger space shuttle incident: Design... The defective joint and solid rocket engine seal must be redesigned or removed by redesigning the rocket. Realistic tests must be carried out over the full range of operating conditions including temperature. An independent
committee must be formed to oversee the new design. Management... The authority should be clearly concentrated under the director of the National Shuttle Program, rather than expanding among different centers. More astronauts need to Brought to the management of the National Space and Space Administration.Risk analysis... Both NASA and its shuttle contractors must check all shuttle components
exempted from the requirements of redundant backup systems. An independent audit board must approve the review. The safety agency... NASA should set up an office of safety, reliability and quality assurance, independent of other agency functions, and report directly to nasa administrator.... NASA should eliminate the willingness of project managers at the Marshall Space Flight Center to avoid
tolerating flight safety information. Preparation reviews and management team meetings must be recorded. A flight attendant commander or a representative must participate in decisions about whether the shuttle is ready to fly and must attest that the crew is properly prepared. Landing Safety... Tire steering systems, brakes and nasal wheels should be improved. The shuttle must only land at Edwards Air
Force Base until those systems are shown to have new criteria for landing in Kennedy. Landing should be limited to Edwards when the weather in Kennedy is unpredictable. Launch abortion/escape crew... NASA must do its best to provide a crew escape system. Emergency landings should be tried to make it more possible in case of engine failure early. Flight rates... Exclusive reliance on the shuttle
should be avoided to reduce pressure for further launches. A firm policy should be established on the assignment of shipments. Cargo changes must be controlled. Maintenance... A new system should be created to monitor the performance of critical components. Maintenance procedures must be specified, especially for main engines with liquid fuel. A comprehensive inspection plan should be developed
and inspections should not be waived. Maintenance plans and spare parts must be restored. Repair.
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